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Csr2 world records

Looking around you will find tons of pages that tell you which car is the fastest, but after all this is all misleading information! I know I have such a car buying guide for CSR2 as well, but my guide just focus on what car is the best choice in terms of purchase price to get you through the stage, nothing more. to get the fastest real car in
CSR2? So why dare I call so many other resources liars? I'm not saying I'm lying exactly. The problem is their fastest machine list for CSR2 only consider sour numbers, would be how many BHP has a car and what rating it has when fully upgraded and mounted all the fusion parts. The thing is, in CSR2 there are deeper laws that
determine the fastest machine than just raw numbers of weight, nitro, and horsepower. Especially when racing human opponents in multiplayer battles you've probably seen cars crushing you, which are normally much weaker on paper than your car is. Make your car faster In CSR2 The reason for this is as simple as difficult - in CSR2,
you can beat dyno times. This means when tuning you often just focus on dyno times to see which setup will make your car the fastest. But that's simulated and you can beat dyno times with your car in many cases. I don't wan't to get too deep on this here, but you might want to check out my guides about winning multiplayer battles and
also my tuning guide for full background information. I think now you understand why pages that simply list raw statistics or dyno statistics of cars are not really the best source when you want to climb the hill and build yourself the fastest car in CSR2. * NEW * Up to date of 2.9.11 Update * NEW * New appearance for better readability *
OPINION * It's just crazy how elite custom cars took over the top. NM wants to invest heavily in this new game feature, but I personally don't like 30-year-old cars beating the latest cars  CSR2 Fastest Cars World Records Below you'll find the unofficial (but proven) fastest cars in CSR2. These are setups that have been proven by video
with their tuning configuration provided and also showing how much faster they performed than dyno would tell them. Ford Mustang Boss 302 Time: 11,552s Driver: Nitro Expert: 225/3.3 | FD: 4.04 | Tires: 0/100 Sneed's Focus TrackSTer Time: 11,593s Driver: L I B E Nitro: 176/4.2 | FD: 2.87 | Tires: 52/48 Honda Civic 1.5 VTEC Time:
11.776s Driver: ㄗ卄♻️卄♻️swap???? Nitro: 205/4.3 | FD: 4.80 | Tires: 55/45 All Tier 1 Times &amp; Tunes here Mercedes Benz 300 SL Coupe Time: 8.276s Driver: Nitro: 335/5.5 | FD: 2.00 | Tires: 0/100 Ferrari 250 GTO Time: 8.324s Driver: sCa͜͡�(T) - Nitro: 242/4.0 | FD: 4.45 | Tires: 0/100 John Cooper Works GP Time: 8.412s Driver:
BISBIS Nitro: 333/5.1 | FD: 3.87 | Tires: 52/48 All Tier 2 Times &amp; Tunes here Chevrolet Corvette Corvette ZR1 Time: 7.229s Driver: BISBIS Nitro: 305/4.0 | FD: 2.24 | Tires: 0/100 Pontiac GTO (Judge) Time: 7.406s Driver: sCa͜͡�(T) - Nitro: 264/5.3 | FD: 2.31 | Tires: 52/48 Honda Varis Civic Type R Time: 7.669s Driver: Nick????
Racer???? Z???? S9➕ Nitro: 329/5.6 | FD: 3.15 | Tires: 7/93 All Tier 3 Times &amp; Tunes here Honda NSX-R Time: 9.474s Driver: BISBIS Nitro: 188/4.3 | FD: 2.17 | Tires: 0/100 Ford GT40 Mk2 #1 Time: 9.837s Driver: sCa͜͡�(T)---Nitro: 261/4.1 | FD: 2.00 | Tires: 52/48 Lamborghini Countach LP 5000 QV Time: 9.872s Driver:
wIanlfαρt⓱ITA Nitro: 63/12.5 | FD: 2.46 | Tires: 55/45 All Tier 4 Times &amp; Tunes here McLaren F1 (Level 50 Elite Custom) Time: 6.906s Driver: Fto Fearless Nitro: 188/4.0 | FD: 2.00 | Tires: 0/100 Hennessey Venom F5 Concept Time: 6.929s Driver: Gᴏᴅ of Tʜᴜɴᴅᴇʀ ƊƑ Nitro: 473/5.6 | FD: 2.55 | Tires: 0/100 SSC Tuatara Time: 6.934s
Driver: ☼Ꭰʀᴇᴀᴍ ᎻᎽ ᏒiᎠ Nitro: 263/4.0 | FD: 2.62 | Tires: 100/0 All Tier 5 Times &amp; Tunes here Conclusion If you still don't believe me, just take a look at the other sites out there and their charts and compare them with the times above and you'll see the clear difference which cars are really the fastest in CSR2  Back up Looking
around you'll find tons of pages that tell you which car is the fastest, but after all all these are all misleading information! I know I have such a car buying guide for CSR2 as well, but my guide just focus on what car is the best choice in terms of purchase price to get you through the stage, nothing more. to get the fastest real car in CSR2?
So why dare I call so many other resources liars? I'm not saying I'm lying exactly. The problem is their fastest machine list for CSR2 only consider sour numbers, would be how many BHP has a car and what rating it has when fully upgraded and mounted all the fusion parts. The thing is, in CSR2 there are deeper laws that determine the
fastest machine than just raw numbers of weight, nitro, and horsepower. Especially when racing human opponents in multiplayer battles you've probably seen cars crushing you, which are normally much weaker on paper than your car is. Make your car faster In CSR2 The reason for this is as simple as difficult - in CSR2, you can beat
dyno times. This means when tuning you often just focus on dyno times to see which setup will make your car the fastest. But that's simulated and you can beat dyno times with your car in many cases. I don't wan't to get in too deep on this here, but you might want to check out my guides about winning multiplayer battles and also my
tuning guide for full background. I think now you understand why pages that simply list raw statistics or dyno statistics of cars are not really the best source when you want to climb the hill and build build the fastest car in CSR2. CSR2 Fastest Cars World Records Below you will find the unofficial (but proven) fastest cars in CSR2. These
are setups that have been proven by video with their tuning configuration provided and also showing how much faster they performed than dyno would tell them. Please note that I will update this list from time to time, when someone did perform better, especially after an update - this list is up to date with 2.9.0 Update Fastest T1 Cars in
CSR2 1st Place The fastest car with a proven result in CSR2 in Tier 1 is so far Sneak's Focus TrackSter with Nitro 176/4.2, F-Drive 2.87 and 52/48 tires setup. The dyno value was 11,722 seconds (sick for a T1 car, right?), but the driver, L I B E, actually improved it with 0.129s for a final speed of 11,593s! 2nd place Not long ago in the
second place of the fastest Tier 1 cars in CSR2 is a Honda Civic1.5 VTEC driven by ㄗ S-卄swap. He competed in a Nitro 205/4.3, F-Drive 4.80 and 55/45 tires setup and improved dyno for 12.113s at 11.776s (which is a whopping 0.337s off dyno time) 3rd runner place here is the VW Golf GTI (yes, a rare 1-Star car) with a total time of
11,792s. The driver managed to get 0.359s off dyno for 12.151s with a tuning setup of Nitro 205/3.9, F-Drive 3.15 and Tires 21/79. Wonderful. The fastest T2 Cars in the CSR2 1st Place Porsche 718 Boxter is undoubtedly by far the fastest T2 car in the CSR2 right now. Dyno says it has a total time of 8,691s, but HULK took out the 0.190s
off that time and made it race with a record time of 8,501s with a tuning setup of Nitro 266/6.2, F-Drive of 5.00 and tires at 52/48. 2nd place Just introduced with the 2.5.0 update and already the second fastest car in Tier 2 is Alpine 110 - and the time of 8,518s is not much behind the first place. This record time was made by Canter and he
used a nitro 363/4.0, 3.02 final unit and 0/100 tires to do so. 3rd place Pushed from 2nd place to 3rd place we now have BISBIS with Volkswagen Golf GTI Rocket Bunny. VW has a simple dyno time of 10,050s, but with a tuning setup of 332/6.4 associated with 2.28 F-Drive and 0/100 Tires it performs 1.181 seconds faster and gets a total
time 8.869s on the trac in CSR2 multiplayer. Amazing, isn't it? The fastest T3 cars in CSR2 Here we have a nearly one 1st Place We have a new fastest T3 car from the BMW Z4 M40i were introduced in the 2.6.3 update and was available as the Press Cup car there. ZooCar did a spendid job here tuning this car with Nitro 404/5.6 and
Final Drive of 4.67 and 0/100 tires and took this car, which is sure not easy to move right at a fresh time at its best. Congratulations to the Adrenals Shoot a 7.841s time with this machine! 2nd place BISBIS took Vorsteiner's Cayman GT4 V-CS at a 7.932s with a tuning setup of 254/5.6 Nitro, F-Drive of 3.04 and 0/100 tires. This tuning
might sound strange, but it took off 0.197 0.197 from watch ingro and ensuring to be Tier 3 car fasts in the CSR2 world so far – up to the Z4 M40i crushed that time. 3rd place Very close we have HULK with a BMW M2 Finishing Competition at 7.955s. He did use a tuning of 366/5.6 Nitro associated with 3.82 F-Drive and tires at 0/100 as
well. That got him 0.130. seconds faster than dyno and almost behind our first place. Fastest T4 Cars in CSR2 Don't get confused now, here's where races switch to 1/2 miles while the above levels raced in 1/4 mile 1st Place never thought of that since the BR9 novel had such a huge lead of almost 0.3s here that we'll see such a change –
but we have a new winner here! It's Veilside Fairlady Z. Yes, I'm surprised, too, but Adrenal 888 just crushed nothing and set a new record time for this level with 9,962s, that's crazy faster than the old record holder! He used a nitro 248/4.9, 2.46 final unit and 13/87 tires. 2nd place With updatereceived I took Mitsubishi DAMD ver Lancer
Evo VII and he right took 2nd place in Tier 4 with 10.103s (and I think I could even see it rise to the top in the coming weeks). Possibly done with a 248/4.9 Nitro, Final Drive 3.08 and 0/100 Tires tuning setup by иìلтìα. 3rd place used to be on top with a large advance, but only 3rd place now! HULK with Roman's BR9 and a total time of
10,070 seconds. That's 0.043s below the dyno watch and he managed that with 0/100 tires, an F-Drive of 2.95 and Nitro at 432/5.9, making it by far the fastest T4 car in CSR2. Really looking forward to how updating 2.9.0 will make here the fastest T5 Cars in CSR2 Now let's have the highest level of reputation in the game and absolutely
faster cars. 1st place We have a new total world time record and the fastest of all cars in CSR2 - it's DREAM HYBRID with Tuatara SSC! Congratulations on this outstanding performance and one last time that crushed the former 6,934-year-old champion! Just a moment of illness. He used 263/4.0 nitro, the final unit of 2.62 and 100/0 tires
(not typo, it's really 100/0!). 2nd place We have a new second fastest car in CSR2 and it's the new Koenigsegg Jesko running with a 6.986 time, decrgrowing BT62 Brabham by just a small slice, but faster is faster, right? Congratulations on this performance! Made possible with a 473/5.6 Nitro, FD of 2.14 and tires 0/100 tuning setup 3rd
Place used to be king, but now only the third ... ZooCar with a Brabham BT62 and the final time of 6.994 seconds! The song used here was a nitro 177/4.0 paired with 2.00 F-Drive and 39/61 tires. I hope we see a comeback here and a tough fight for the crown of Tier 5 and therefore the fastest car in CSR2 Cel Quick Legend Cars in
CSR2 Due to demand, I also have the same ranking for Legend Cars here in the Legends Guide here. You will find there all the cars with the best tuning and the fastest time If you still don't believe me, just take a look at the other sites out there and their charts and compare them with the times above and you'll see the clear difference
which cars are really the fastest in CSR2 Download Premium WordPress Themes FreeDownload WordPress ThemesDownload WordPress ThemesFree Download WordPress ThemesDownload Best WordPress Themes Free Download Download
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